
How can you use Riskline’s products?

Encourage customers to use your tech more
Enhance the usage of your app beyond policy checking or 
filing a claim. If you enrich your product with realtime and 
human-verified travel data, you will attract users to your 
app and increase the possibility of further insurance sales. 

Add value and reduce claims
Give your policy holders more value through your product 
and minimise claims because you help travellers be 
prepared. Be there the whole way so nothing bad happens.

Project claim volume and verify claims 
Get informed about disruptions and get prepared for 
handling more claims. Be on top of world developments 
without having to search for updates yourself. Cross-check 
alerts for claim research, verification or fraud prevention.

Bring users to your platform, mitigate risk and travel disruptions to reduce and verify claims.

www.riskline.com

contact@riskline.com
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Travel Risk Intelligence for Travel Insurance

Are you frustrated with infrequent usage of your product, 
resulting in missed opportunities to generate more revenue?  
Or do you need a way to verify claims seamlessly and efficiently? 
Riskline’s data can help.

WorldInsights™ – Travel risk data for every step of the journey
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About Riskline

With over a million users empowered each month, Riskline 
is a travel risk intelligence solution that helps travel 
insurance companies keep travellers informed. We address 
the needs of a modern-day traveller and the challenges 
companies face to deliver valuable insights related to 
safety, health, entry requirements, and disruptions prior 
and during travel. 

Based across 22 countries spanning 11 time zones, 
working in 18 different languages, Riskline operates 24/7, 
365 days a year providing realtime travel risk data.

Use Case

https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TravelInsurance_Usecase
https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TravelInsurance_Usecase
mailto:contact%40riskline.com?subject=Travel%20Insurance%20Enquiry
https://twitter.com/riskline
https://www.linkedin.com/company/riskline/
https://www.youtube.com/@riskline5140
https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TravelInsurance_Usecase

